We consider a class of infinite delay equations in Banach spaces that models arising in the theory of viscoelasticity, for instance. The equation involves a completely monotone convolution kernel with a singularity at t = 0 and a sectorial linear spatial operator. Our main goal here is the construction of a semigroup formulation for the integral equation; in the last part of the paper, we illustrate the potentiality of the approach by considering a stochastic perturbation of the problem. Existence and uniqueness of a weak solution is established. The corresponding evolutionary solution process is Markovian, and the tools of linear analytic semigroup theory can be utilized.
Introduction
In this paper we consider a Volterra integrodifferential equation of the form:
in a Banach space (E, | · |). Here −A is a linear sectorial operator on E and a is a scalar kernel, completely monotonic and locally integrable with a(0+) = ∞. The task of the paper is to develop a semigroup approach to (1.1). In the second part of the paper this approach will be applied to treat a Volterra integrodifferential equation with stochastic forcing
Our state space goes back to [20] , motivated by Ph. Clément, who proposed to adapt a semigroup approach for linear viscoelasticity [15] to the parabolic problem (1.1) and its stochastic counterpart. The results from [20] include a state space theory for scalar valued stochastic Volterra equations, and for Hilbert space valued equations with self-adjoint operator A, where spectral resolution can be applied. These results were extended by [10] (deterministic) and [2] (stochastic) to more general operators in Hilbert spaces. The state space approach has already proved to be useful for treating control problems [1, 5] . In the present paper we will provide simplified proofs and generalize the theory to reflexive Banach spaces. For stochastic problems we require UMD-spaces of type 2.
As an application of the semigroup setting proposed here, we provide a result of existence and uniqueness for the solution of the deterministic equation (1.1), in Theorem 2.7, and for the stochastic equation (1.2) , in Theorem 2.14. Moreover, Sect. 6 is devoted to discuss the transition semigroup for the solution of the state space stochastic evolution equation associated to (1.2) . We give sufficient conditions for the solution process to admit an invariant measure, in Theorem 6.2, and we discuss how this property can be translated in terms of the original Volterra equation.
Statement of the main results
Since the construction of the state space is quite technical and lengthy, we will first summarize the results of this paper and defer the proofs to the subsequent sections.
The deterministic equation
Throughout this paper let (E, | · |) be a reflexive Banach space. p and q are conjugate exponents, i.e., real positive constants such that 1 p + 1 q = 1. By Σ(ω) we denote the sector Σ(ω) = {z ∈ C \ {0} | | arg(z)| < ω}. Hypothesis 2.1. We let A : D(A) ⊂ E → E be a linear operator such that −A is sectorial with angle ω A .
As explained in [19, p. 19 ], Hypothesis 2.1 says that for ω A ∈ (0, π),
(1) The cone Σ(π − ω A ) is contained in the resolvent set of A;
(2) For all ε > 0 there exists M ε > 0 such that
Notice also that such A is densely defined by [ For θ ∈ (0, 1) we consider interpolation and extrapolation with respect to A: (b) E θ,p = (E, E 1 ) (θ,p) which means the real interpolation space between E and E 1 . (c) E −1 is the completion of E with respect to the norm |x| −1 = |(A − ω)(x)| E . (Here all ω > 0 yield the same space, up to equivalence of norms.) (d) E θ−1,p = (E −1 , E) (θ,p) in the sense of real interpolation.
The norm in the interpolation space E μ,p will be denoted by | · | μ,p .
The key point of our construction is the kernel a(t). Properties of completely monotone kernels can be found in many classical titles as, e.g., the monograph [18] . Remember that a completely monotone function a : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is a function such that for all k ∈ N and all t > 0 (−1) k d k dt k a(t) > 0.
By Bernstein's Theorem, a is completely monotone if and only if there exists a (nonnegative) measure ν on [0, ∞) such that for all t > 0
As usual we denote the Laplace transform of a byâ, and we havê a(s) = [0,∞) 1 s + κ ν(dκ). Definition 2.3. To any completely monotone kernel a(t) we associate a constant, denoted α(a), defined as the supremum of all α ∈ (0, 1) such that lim inf t→0+ t α a(t) > 0. Hypothesis 2.4. We assume that a : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is a completely monotone kernel with associated Bernstein measure ν, such that (1) 1 0 a(t) dt < +∞; (2) a(0+) = +∞;
(3) there exists some ω a ∈ (0, π − ω A ), such that for all s ∈ C + we have sâ(s) ∈ Σ ωa ; (4) the constant α(a) introduced in Definition 2.3 satisfies α(a) ∈ (0, 1). Some consequences of the above assumptions, that will be often used in the sequel, are collected in the following remark.
Remark 2.5. The following assertions follow immediately from Hypothesis 2.4:
(1) [0,∞) (κ + 1) −1 ν(dκ) < +∞ (equivalent to Hypothesis 2.4(1)), (2) ν([0, ∞)) = +∞ (equivalent to Hypothesis 2.4(2)), (3) lim inf s→∞ s 1−α(a)â (s) > 0 (from Hypothesis 2.4(4)). Vol. 20 (2013) 
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Under these hypotheses we investigate existence, uniqueness and regularity results for the solution to the deterministic integral equation (1.1), i.e.,
(∀s < 0 a.e.) u(s) = u 0 (s).
We will resort to the concept of integrated solutions. Definition 2.6. We assume that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.4 hold.
is an integrated solution of (1.1) if and only if the following properties hold:
To motivate our choice of the state space, we propose the following computation:
while v(t, κ) satisfies, at least formally, the differential equation
and we can impose the initial condition
Our idea is, consequently, to construct a suitable space X of functions v : [0, ∞) → E and to consider v(t) = v(t, ·) as the state of the system. Then (2.1) und (2.2) can be rewritten as an abstract differential equation in X 562 S. Bonaccorsi and G. Desch NoDEA
with suitable linear operators B : D(B) ⊂ X → X and P : E → X. The initial state is given by v 0 = Qu 0 , where the operator Q :
3). Finally, the function u can be recovered by u(t) = Jv(t), with a linear operator J : D(J) ⊂ X → E, essentially by means of equation (2.2) and the constraint (2.1). We will show that B is the generator of an analytic semigroup in X, so that we can define the semigroup solution to (2.4) by
Similarly as in Notation 2.2 we let X θ,p denote the real interpolation and extrapolation spaces of X with respect to B and · θ,p their norms.
The following theorem gives the relation between the abstract state space and Problem (1.1). 
Set v 0 = Qu 0 . If v given by (2.5) is the solution in semigroup sense of the abstract Cauchy problem (2.4), then the following assertions hold:
is the unique integrated solution of (1.1).
The construction of the state space and the operators B, J, P, Q will be carried out in Sect. 3. The connection of the state space setting to (1.1) and the proof of Theorem 2.7 will then follow in Sect. 4. In Sect. 4 we will also give some further regularity results (Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3).
The stochastic equation
To treat the stochastic problem (1.2), we need some additional assumptions:
Again we have a Banach space (E, | · |) which is now required to be a UMD-space of type 2.
p and q are conjugate exponents with
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The operator A satisfies Hypothesis 2.1, and the convolution kernel a satisfies Hypothesis 2.4 with the additional requirement that α(a) > 1 2 .
(2.8) Remark 2.8. We give a short reason for these requirements: For stochastic integration in the Banach space E, we require that E is UMD and has type 2, and that p ≥ 2, so that L p (M ; E) inherits these properties from E for any measure space M .
Sufficient singularity of the kernel a is required to ensure that the stochastic forcing is sufficiently regularized by the analytic semigroup e tB . Choose η, θ according to Theorem 2.7, so that J : X η,p → E and P : E → X θ,p are continuous. This requires
so α(a) > θ − η. We will need that the stochastic convolution We impose the following assumptions on the stochastic processes: Hypothesis 2.9. (Probability space and Wiener process) (Ω, F, P) is a probability space with a filtration {F t }. Let U be a real separable Hilbert space. Let W be an isonormal Gaussian process (a white noise) on L 2 (R + ; U ), i.e.,
(1) the random variables W (h 1 ), . . . W (h n ) are jointly mean zero Gaussian for all h 1 , . . . , h n ∈ L 2 (R + ; U ), and (2) for h, g ∈ L 2 (R + ; U ) the covariance is given by
In the following hypothesis, as usual, we denote by γ(U ; Y ) the space of γ-radonifying operators from U into a Banach space Y . The concept of γ-radonifying operators and stochastic integration in Banach spaces will be shortly exposed in Sect. 5.1.
Hypothesis 2.10. (The covariance operator)
We assume that either one of the following conditions holds (depending on whether Φ depends on t or not):
(1) let p > 
Remark 2.11. In case Hypothesis 2.10(2) holds, condition (2.9) is obviously satisfied for any p.
With these assumptions we consider a class of stochastic Volterra equation (1.2), that arises from problem (1.1) when we introduce a random forcing term:
Definition 2.12. We assume that Hypothesis 2.1, 2.4, 2.9 and 2.10 hold. Let {u(t)} t≥0 be an adapted stochastic process with values in E, such that the following integrability condition holds:
Then u is a weak solution of problem (1.2) if the following equality holds for any ζ ∈ D(A * ), almost surely: (Here, x, ζ denotes the action of ζ ∈ E * on x ∈ E.)
We choose a comparatively small class of initial processes. Extension to larger classes are possible if one allows for solution process not depending continously on time at t = 0. Definition 2.13. For every μ ∈ (0, 1) and δ ∈ (1, 2) we letX μ,δ be the space of
Then, we are ready to state the main result of this section, namely the existence (and uniqueness) of a solution to the stochastic integral equation (1.2). 
12)
we define the process
Then u(t) is the unique weak solution to problem (1.2).
The proof of this theorem will be given in Sect. 5.
The state space

State space and semigroup
In this subsection we define the state space and the pertinent operators. We arrive at a construction of a linear semigroup. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume Hypothesis 2.4. Then the space X defined above is continuously embedded in L 1 ([0, ∞); E; dν).
Proof. We estimate 
The above lemmas imply that the following definition makes sense.
and, respectively,
The solution to (3.1) can be given explicitely by
For all > 0 there exists a constant c = c( ), dependent only on A, a, p and such that for all s ∈ C + with |s| ≥ we have the estimates
Proof. We notice first that by Hypothesis 2.4(3) for s ∈ C + we have that
R(sâ(s), A) exists and sâ(s)R(sâ(s), A) ≤ c.
Given v ∈ X, h ∈ E, we solve (3.1). This says that we have to find w ∈ X and u ∈ D(A) such that Vol. 20 (2013) Stochastic Volterra equations 567
The first equation yields
Using this in the second equation, we obtain
We have thus proved that (3.1) has at most one solution which is given by (3.2). Now we have to show that (3.2) does yield a solution. First notice that the integral in (3.2) exists:
In the last step we have used that |κ + s| ≥ 1 2 (κ + |s|) for κ > 0 and s ∈ C + . We have therefore that
Thus we have shown that w, given by (3.2) is in X, so the solution to (3.1) exists. Moreover we have proved the first parts of the estimates (3.3). The second part follows from |sâ(s)| ≥ c|s| α(a) (see Remark 2.5(3)).
Previous lemma allows to introduce the operator P (s), for every s ∈ C + , that defines the solution of problem (3.1). More precisely, we have Definition 3.6. For s ∈ C + we define the operator P (s) :
By default we write P := P (1). Now we are ready to define the generator B of our semigroup in X:
Definition 3.7. Let Hypotheses 2.4 and 2.1 hold. We define the operator B :
As usual, R(s, B) will denote the resolvent (s − B) −1 At the core of our state space setting is the following generation result. Under some additional condition it is possible to prove exponential stability of the semigroup e tB . This is especially needed in the study of asymptotic results for the stochastically perturbed equation. Proposition 3.9. Assume that for some σ > 0 the function e σt a(t) is completely monotonic.
Then the real parts of the spectrum of B are bounded by some < 0. Consequently, the semigroup e tB decays exponentially.
Proof. All we need to show is that 0 is in the resolvent set of B. Once this is proved, the spectral bound is negative since the spectrum is confined to a sector. From this exponential decay follows, since analytic semigroups have spectrum determined growth.
Notice thatâ(s) exists in the set C \ (−∞, −σ], and by assumption, 0 is in the resolvent set of A. Since from Lemma 3.5 we obtain that
, it is easily seen that R(s, B) can be analytically extended to a neighborhood of 0.
Finally we define the operator Q relating the initial function u 0 to the initial state: Definition 3.10. We assume that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.4 hold. We define a linear operator
Notice that additional conditions are required to have Qu 0 ∈ X. These will be discussed in Subsection 3.3. 
Regularity of P and J
For |s| > , 
Proof. Using the definition of P we have for h ∈ E:
Consequently,
This proves (3.4 ). Now we obtain (3.5):
Equation (3.6) is a consequence of (3.3) for the special case v = 0. Equation (3.7) is proved similarly, using the fact that 
Moreover, for all t > 0, the operator P (t) maps E continuously into X θ,p .
Then for all t > 0, the operator P (t) maps E −σ,p continuously into X θ,p . 
The latter integral is finite since
This proves (1) . Assertion (2) can be proved similarly using (3.7).
Lemma 3.13. Suppose that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.4 hold, and that η ∈ (0, 1) is such that:
ThenJ admits a continuous extension J : X η,p → E.
Proof. We show that for some constant c independent of s and some fixed t > 0 we have, for all w ∈ D(B):
The rest follows by standard arguments. Notice that 
Proof. By (3.3), applied to the case h = 0, we have for s >
The latter integral is finite, since
Therefore (3.9) holds and Lemma 3.13 yields Assertion(1). Assertion (2) is proved similarly, using the estimate
Regularity of Q
In this subsection we will give sufficient conditions on u 0 to control the smoothness of Qu 0 . We begin with some useful estimates. Then the following estimates hold (with constants M independent of s, κ):
Proof. We start with (3.10)
The same estimate with δ = 0 yields |v 0 (κ)| ≤ M , so that finally |v 0 (κ)| ≤ M (κ + 1) −δ . This proves (3.10). The proof of (3.11) is a simple application of Fubini:
The estimate (3.12) follows easily from (3.11):
If δ > 1 we use (3.10) and estimate
This proves (3.13).
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To prove (3.14) notice that
Finally we prove (3.15):
On the other hand 
Then v 0 ∈ X χ−1,p .
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(3) Suppose that μ ∈ [1/p, 1), δ ∈ (1, 2), χ ∈ (0, 1), and u 0 (0) ∈ E μ,p are such that
Then v 0 ∈ X χ,p .
Proof. Assertion (1) .
Assertion (2) . We have to show that R (1, B) 
We estimate the two parts separately. As far as the first one is concerned,
and finally by (3.11):
For the second part we use (3.14) and Lemma 3.12 with θ replaced by χ − ρ:
Assertion (3) . We put h = u 0 (0) and split u 0 in two parts u 0 = u 1 + u 2 with
We will estimate the two functions v 1 = Qu 1 and v 2 = Qu 2 separately. In any case we have to show that
We treat first u 1 (τ ) := e τ h.
We use that h ∈ E μ,p which implies that
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Thus we obtain
We estimate now v 2 = Qu 2 . Notice that u 2 satisfies the same conditions as u 0 , with h replaced by 0. Again we have to estimate two parts:
On the other hand, by (3.13):
In the last step we have used Lemma 3.12 with θ replaced by χ − (δ − 1) + 1 and the fact that
Application to deterministic integral equation
Proof of Theorem 2.7
The proof will be given by Laplace transforms. 
Then u is an integrated solution of (1.1) if and only if the following equation holds for sufficiently large s ∈ R:
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We take Laplace transforms and obtain for all s > 0
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Assertion (1). This follows from (2.6) and Lemma 3.16(2) (with δ = ρ = 0, χ = 1 p ), Lemma 3.12, and Lemma 3.14. Assertion (2) . Since e tB is an analytic semigroup, and θ > η and 1 p > η, for each t > 0 the operator e tB maps X −1/p,p into X η,p and (1 − B)e tB maps X θ,p into X η,p . Moreover, for each compact interval [0, T ] there exists a constant M such that for t ∈ [0, T ]:
Hence
Since t θ−η−1 and f (t) are integrable on finite intervals, the convolution t θ−η−1 * |f (t)| is in L 1 ((0, T ); R).
Assertion (3) . We compute the Laplace transform of u| [0,∞) = Jv. We use standard semigroup theory and subsequently Lemmas 3.5 and 3.11: JR(s, B) 
Lemma 4.1 implies now that u is an integrated solution of (1.1).
Further regularity of the integrated solution
The construction above is fairly technical and heavily relies on the machinery developed in previous sections. However, since the method involves analytic semigroups and interpolation spaces, once the method is understood, many additional regularity results can be obtained. We focus on two examples. Let f = 0. Then the integrated solution of (1.1) is continuous.
Proof. We will show that v 0 ∈ X η,p for some η > 1 p − α(a) p . Then v(t) = e t Bv 0 is continuous from [0, ∞) into X η,p , and according to Lemma 3.14, the function 
In the last step we used the fact that t −γ is convex for γ := η + 2 − θ > 0. Now notice that P f ∈ L r ([0, T ]; X θ,p ). Thus we can estimate
Moreover we can estimate Finally, since J : X η,p → E μ,p is continuous, we have
Existence and uniqueness for the stochastic Volterra equation
Preliminaries on stochastic integration theory in Banach spaces
Since the theory of stochastic integration in Banach spaces is relatively recent, we present here a short introduction to its main steps. Fixed a Banach space E, we are interested in the construction of the stochastic integral Φ(s) dW (s), where Φ is an adapted process with values in a space of linear operators from U into E and W is a U -valued cylindrical Wiener process. In this section we give a concise introduction to the relevant construction.
The starting point is the choice of the space E. One of the reasons for the recent interest in UMD spaces is that they are those Banach spaces where the Wiener integral of L(U, E)-valued functions can be extended to Itô integral of L(U, E)-valued stochastic processes, see the seminal papers by van Neerven et al. [28] .
As an example, the class of UMD spaces contains the L p -spaces for 1 < p < ∞. However, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of spaces of type 2, see the characterization in [17] , which contains all Hilbert spaces and the L pspaces for 2 ≤ p < ∞. The following well known properties imply that the state space X defined in Sect. 3 inherits these properties from E. Remark 5.1. Let E be a Banach space, −A a sectorial operator on E. Let (S, Σ, μ) be a σ-finite measure space.
(1) If E is a UMD space and p ∈ (1, ∞), then L p (S; E) and (E, D(A)) θ,p are also UMD spaces. (2) If E is of type 2 and 2 ≤ p < ∞, then also L p (S; E) and (E, D(A)) θ,p are of type 2.
Proof. It is well known and easily seen that L p (S; E) inherits the UMD property and the type from E. Since A) x is an isometric isomorphism from E θ,p into a closed subspace of L p ((1, ∞) ; t −1 dt; E), the interpolation space inherits type and UMD property as well. (See also [23, Proposition 1] ).
We need to recall the notion of γ-radonifying operators. As it happens for UMD spaces with respect to Hilbert spaces, also this class of operators γ n Re n converges in L 2 (Ω; E). Here, γ = {γ n } is a sequence of independent real standard Gaussian random variables. The space γ(H, E) of γ-radonifying operators from H to E is a Banach space with respect to the norm
The norm is independent of the basis {e n }; further, given linear bounded operators S : H → H and T : E → E and R ∈ γ(H, E), then T RS ∈ γ(H , E ) and it holds
The stochastic integral in a UMD space E with respect to a U -valued cylindrical Wiener process was constructed in the paper [25] by van Neerven et al.; here we recall the basics of the construction.
Let E be the set of F t -adapted finite rank processes in γ(U, E), i.e., g ∈ E means that
Note. In the sequel, we denote A B if there exists constants such that
Proposition 5.2. Let E be a UMD space and fix G ∈ E. Then for every p ∈
with constants depending only on p and E.
Using (5.1), the stochastic integral can be then extended to the closure L p F (Ω; γ(L 2 (R + ; U ), E)) of E in L p (Ω; γ(L 2 (R + ; U ), E)). For Banach type 2 spaces, we have the continuous embedding L 2 (R + ; γ(U, E)) → γ(L 2 (R + ; H), E) which implies, for Φ : R + → γ(U, E) an adapted and strongly measurable process,
Proposition 5.3. By a density argument and using the above isometry formulas we obtain that the stochastic integral uniquely extends to L p F (Ω; L 2 (R + ; γ(U, E))) the closed linear span in L p (Ω; L 2 (R + ; γ(U, E))) of all processes in E.
Stochastic convolution and the mild solution in state space
Let us recall the state space setting from previous sections. Since E is a UMD space of type 2, then X is a UMD space of type 2 by Remark 5.1; we are given on X a linear unbounded operator B : D(B) ⊂ X → X that is the generator of an analytic semigroup, with its real interpolation spaces X θ,p . Let 0 < η < θ < 1 with θ − η > 1 2 . We let P : H → X θ,p (with θ > 1 2 ) be a bounded linear operator and v 0 : Ω → X be a random variable. Then we consider the problem
For shorthand we set
and define the stochastic convolution process
We shall write the solution of Problem Proof. We first notice that the isometry formula (5.2), which holds for p ≥ 2, allows to use Kolmogorov's test in order to prove the desired regularity result for the stochastic convolution process. Let δ be given in assumption (2.9) and let β = δ − 1 + (θ − η). We write, for a constant C which may depend on p and may vary from line to line, Notice that B generates an analytic semigroup hence the following estimate holds:
We concentrate on the last term of the estimate for I 1 : 
and we see that this quantity is finite by using assumption (2.9) on Φ. By recollecting the above estimates we get therefore
We now turn to I 2 . We have 
and, similarly to the first term, we get
We have proved that
we recall that the assumption δ > 1 p +1−(θ−η) and the setting β = δ−1+(θ−η) implies βp > 1. Therefore estimate (5.4) implies, by Kolmogorov's continuity theorem, that there exists a version of the stochastic convolution process with almost surely continuous trajectories, which are even locally Hölder continuous for arbitrary exponent less than βp−1 p .
It is known from Proposition 3.8 that B is the generator of a holomorphic semigroup e tB such that, for all > 0, we have that lim t→∞ e − t e tB = 0. The following proposition shows that the stochastic convolution process takes values, in p-mean, in an interpolation space of higher regularity than just X η,p .
In order to handle the behaviour at infinity we shall introduce the weighted space L p (R + , e − t dt; X) of X-valued functions such that
Proposition 5.5. Assume that for some > 0 it holds
Then, the process t → e − t W S (t) belongs to L p F (R + , e − t dt; X η,p ) for any η < θ − 1 2 and we estimate
Proof. We put δ = /p and estimate
with g(t) := e −2δt t 2(θ−η−1) . Since θ − η − 1 > − 1 2 , we infer that g ∈ L 1 ([0, ∞), R). Therefore convolution by g maps L p/2 ([0, ∞); R) continuously into L p/2 ([0, ∞); R). Hence
Remark 5.6. We notice that the assumption in Proposition 5.5 holds whenever Φ satisfies Hypothesis 2.10.
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Laplace transform for stochastic processes
In this section we examine the Laplace transform of the stochastic process v(t) that is the mild solution of problem (5.3) . First we introduce the Laplace transform of a stochastic integral.
Definition 5.7. We are given the cylindrical Wiener process {W (t)} t≥0 on the Hilbert space U ; we let Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 be adapted stochastic processes, with values in L(U, K) and γ(U, K) respectively, such that
for some ω ∈ R. Then we define the processes
(3) z admits a continuous modification.
Proof. (1) is obvious and (2) is an easy application of Ito's isometry. To prove (3) notice that for ω ≤ s < t
where C = sup x∈R+ x 2 e −2(s−ω)x < +∞, which implies, by Kolmogorov's continuity criterium, the existence of a continuous modification of z(t).
The following remark is a straightforward consequence of the stochastic Fubini Theorem, see for instance [12] for the Hilbert case and [24] for the Banach case. We consider stochastic processes Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 as in Definition 5.7. Then the convolution formula for Laplace transforms holds:
s>2ω. (5.7)
The solution to the stochastic integral equation
Let us first justify that initial functions inX μ,δ lead to initial states v 0 ∈ X η,p for suitable η. 
To conclude continuity of Q we check the assumptions of Lemma 3.16(3). So we have to find η > η 0 such that the following conditions hold:
Evidently, the right side of (5.8) is strictly positive. Since δ > 2 − α(a), the right hand side of (5.10) is strictly positive. Finally, since p ≥ 2 we have q ≤ 2, and
Therefore, one needs only to choose η sufficiently close to η 0 to ensure continuity of Q. Finally, since θ 0 − η 0 = α(a) > 1 2 , we can obtain θ − η > 1 2 by chosing η close to η 0 and θ close to θ 0 .
Uniqueness of the weak solution can be inferred from the deterministic theory, compare for instance [20] : Lemma 5.10. In our setting, let u 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω, F 0 ;X μ,δ ). Then there exists at most one weak solution to equation (1.2).
Proof. In fact, if u 1 , u 2 are two weak solutions of problem (1.2), then u = u 2 − u 1 is a weak solution to the deterministic problem d dt Then we can resort on the uniqueness of the solution proved in Section 4 which implies that u = 0. Now we can prove the existence of solution for the the stochastic integral equation (1.2). Proof of Theorem 2.14. Remember that by assumption η < θ − 1 2 . By Lemma 3.13 the operator J 0 can be extended to a bounded operator J : X η,p → E. By Proposition 5.5 we know that estimate (2.10) holds for some > 0. We use a a Laplace transform argument. First we compute
Taking Laplace transforms in (2.12), we have Now pick any ζ ∈ D(A * ). Then we have (in the following computation, we denote ξ, x the action of ξ ∈ E * on x ∈ E) that
Thus u satisfies the identity (2.11) and it is a weak solution of problem (1.2) as required.
Long time behavior
In this section we concentrate on the case of a constant covariance operator Φ, i.e., we require that Hypothesis 2.10(2) holds. In this setting, we study the long time behaviour of the Markov process v(t) that is the solution of problem (5.3). Let us recall that v(t) = e tB v 0 + W S (t) inherits its regularity from the initial condition v 0 and the stochastic convolution process W S (t). The latter is, according to Proposition 5.4, a stochastic process with continuous paths in the interpolation space X η,p .
Further, we shall impose that the semigroup e tB is of negative type. Proposition 3.9 gives conditions on the original problem (1.2) to guarantee this.
According to Proposition 5.4, we introduce the transition semigroup P t on the space C b (X η,p ) (η < θ − 1 2 ) of real valued bounded continuous functions on X η,p , defined by
A Radon measure μ on X η,p is said to be an invariant measure for problem (5.3) (or, equivalently, for the transition semigroup P t ), if
Existence and uniqueness of invariant measure for a stochastic evolution equation in Hilbert spaces is a classical problem and we can refer to the monograph by Da Prato and Zabczyk [12] for a complete discussion of the matter.
Recently it was realized that several parts of the theory can be transferred to the Banach space setting with minor changes, see, e.g., the papers [16, 27] .
We first remark that, whenever the covariance operator Φ is given in the space γ(U, E), then the stochastic convolution process is a Gaussian process in L 2 F ((0, T ) × Ω; X η,p ) with zero mean and covariance operator Q t defined by Vol. 20 (2013) Stochastic Volterra equations 591 Q t x * , y * = t 0 e rB ΨΨ * e rB * x * , y * dr, x * , y * ∈ X * η,p , t > 0.
(In the above formula we use the shorthand notation Ψ = (I − B)P Φ ∈ L(E, X θ−1,p ).) Then the main result of this section is a consequence of the characterization theorem [27, Proposition 4.4] that extends, to the Banach space setting, the corresponding results of [12, Theorem 11.7] . For the sake of clarity, we recall it here. (1) Assume that the function t → e tB Ψ(t) belongs to γ(L 2 (R + ; U ); X η,p ).
Then there exists an invariant measure μ for the transition semigroup P t .
(2) Assume that e tB * x * → 0 in the weak*-topology for x * in a weak*-sequentially dense subspace of X * η . Then there exists at most one invariant measure μ for the transition semigroup P t , and it is the centered Gaussian measure with the covariance operator Q ∞ = lim t→∞ Q t ∈ L(X * η,p , X η,p ). (6.1) Theorem 6.2. Suppose that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.4, 2.10(2), and 2.9 hold, let X, B, P, Q, J be defined as in Sect. 3, and suppose that e ωt e tB → 0 for some ω > 0. Then there exists a unique invariant measure for the transition semigroup P t related to Problem (5.3).
Proof. We show existence of the invariant measure using Proposition 6.1 (1) . Since X η,p is of type 2, we need only to show that e tB Ψ ∈ L 2 ([0, ∞), γ(U ; X η,p )). Take some < ω. Then e tB L(X θ−1,p ;Xη,p) ≤ Ct θ−1−η e − t .
Thus (using the ideal property of γ(U ; E)) e tB P (1 − B)Φ γ(U ;Xη,p)
Since θ − η − 1 > − 1 2 , we have t θ−η−1 e − t ∈ L 2 ([0, ∞); R). Uniqueness of the invariant measure follows from Proposition 6.1(2) and the fact that e tB * → 0.
Existence and uniqueness of the invariant measure μ for the transition semigroup P t related to Problem (5.3) implies, in particular, that the measure is ergodic and strongly mixing: for every φ ∈ C b (X η,p ) it holds Thus, we claim that system (1.2) shows, under the additional assumptions in Theorem 6.2, an ergodic behaviour, in the sense that for every initial history u 0 , the solution converges in law to a given measure μ#J −1 .
